Accessories

To Enhance Your Power Washing Effectiveness

Legacy
Revolution
Rotary Nozzle
A rotating
nozzle [A]
combines the
wider spray
pattern of a
25° nozzle [B]
with the deep
cleaning of a
0° nozzle [C]
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For extra-fast and deep cleaning
Landa’s Legacy
Revolution Rotary
Nozzle cleans
faster and deeper than conventional
high-pressure spray nozzles by combining the deep cleaning impact of a
0-degree nozzle with the broad spray
pattern of a 25-degree nozzle. With
cleaning action that is both deep and
wide, wash time and labor costs can be
slashed significantly.

Hose Reels
For tangle-free handling and protection
Hose reels take
the muscle and
pain out of
fighting
unyielding
high-pressure
hoses as well
as keeps them
360°
safely stored
away from
traffic. There
are a wide variety of reels, including the
popular 360° pivot reel. All come with
mounting brackets for easily attaching
to your Landa pressure washer.

■ Flat Surface Cleaner
■ Telescoping Lances
■ Rotary Nozzles
■ Hose Reels

Water Jet Flat Surface Cleaner
For fast, stripe-free cleaning of asphalt or concrete
The Water Jet is the premier surface cleaner on
the market attaching easily to a hotor cold-water pressure washer to
“mow” grime. With its infinitely variable rotary bar adjustment, the Water Jet can
clean a wide variety of
surfaces from concrete to asphalt.
The stainless
steel spray bar,
with two precision spray nozzles, spins at an astounding 2000 RPM.
Its pneumatic tires and leading swivel caster make
for easy maneuvering into corners and tight spaces.

The Water Jet attaches to a hot or
cold water pressure washer and
cleans flat surfaces fast using
a water-propelled spray bar
that spins at 2000 RPM

Telescoping Lances
For safe, scaffold-free cleaning of hard-to-reach places
Landa’s popular telescoping lances and wands provide safe
cleaning capability of up to 24 feet—long enough to reach
gutters and eaves on a two-story building—without the
need for a ladder or scaffolding. Models come in fiberglass
or aluminum so they’re lightweight and evenly balanced.
Each is rated for up to 3500
PSI and water temperature
Flex wand is ideal
of up to 200°F. Additional
for cleaning
gutters and
accessories include a shouleaves
der strap and belt as well as
a gutter-cleaning attachment.

Three lengths:
• 6 to 12 ft.
• 6 to 18 ft.
• 6 to 24 ft.

Landa’s
telescoping
lances offer
a safe
alternative
to power
washing
with a
ladder or
scaffolding

Accessories

To Enhance Your Power Washing Effectiveness

■ Mobile Cleaning
■ Wet Sandblaster
■ Sewer Cleaner
■ Wheel Kits
■ Hose Extensions
■ Foam Nozzles

Mobile Cleaning Packages
For on-site washing operations

Drain Cleaner
For powerful sewer or pipe flushing
A jet spray nozzle, attached to the pressure washer and a special hose, creates a
pulsating spray that pushes the hose
down into the clogged drain or pipe.
Some nozzles also rotate for additional
agitation and even pipe surface cleaning.
A covered, foot-controlled pedal allows
for hands-free operation of this accessory.

Landa has two trailer-mounted
wash systems for on-site cleaning, a single-axle trailer with
200 gal. water tank and a double-axle model with a 330 gal.
tank. These top-quality packages allow you to customize the
trailer to your needs by mixing
and matching trailer beds, pressure washers and a wide selection of options and accessories.

Industrial Wet Sandblaster
For dust-free stripping of paint from walls, barnacles from ships, etc.
For the extra-tough cleaning tasks, wet sandblasting is the dust-free solution.
The Landa sandblaster attaches to a hot- or cold-water pressure washer and,
using a venturi, mixes in sand or other abrasive media with the high-pressure
spray of the power washer to create enough cleaning power to strip paint off
concrete or barnacles from a ship’s hull. The sandblasting nozzle is made of
tungsten carbide for long life. A variety of safety features, including a face
shield, come standard with the sandblaster.

Soap Applicator
For low-pressure application of detergent
This industrial chemical sprayer
is ideal for
applying
detergent
before
pressure washing. The pump (also sold
separately, Part No. 100879) is protected
by a wall-mounted cabinet and draws soap
from a bulk tank. It has a trigger-action
gun, adjustable nozzle and 100 feet of hose.

TR-6000 double-axle trailer shown with optional pressure washer,
fuel and tool box, work lamp, chrome fenders and wheels

Hose Extensions
For extending your reach when you need it
Add flexibility to your cleaning reach with extra
lengths of hose including Landa’s famous Tuff-Skin™
hose that has proven to be seven times more abrasive
resistant than standard high-pressure hose yet is 20%
more flexible. Many 2-wire and 1-wire hoses available.

Foam Nozzles

Distributed by:
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For high-density foam and longer detergent dwell time
Landa’s Foam Cannon [A] or Compact Foamer [B]
turn your detergent into a high-density,
clinging suds for longer dwell time
and increased chemical
action.
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